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One of our favorite things
about doing Archery Focus Maga-
zine is nagging. Steve is especially
good at it, and I practice a lot to
improve my skills. No, I don’t mean
nagging each other, we have devel-
oped more efficient ways to com-
municate in our professional and
personal relationships. The nagging
I’m referring to is the activity
involved in bringing to you the best
articles we can for Archery Focus.

We don’t really care whether
someone is a good writer or not,
Steve can fix that (and occasionally
does) in the editing process. And
I’m sure you’re not shocked by the
fact that we give a grammatical
helping hand now and then. What
we really want is someone who has
something to say about archery that
you will find interesting and help-
ful.

Why am I telling you this?
Because you just might be someone
who has tremendous experience,
insight, technical expertise, or just
know archery. We don’t care if you
flunked English in high school, and
no one else will care, either, when
we’re done with your work. Do you
have the makings of an Archery
Focus article lurking deep within?
Spit it out! Send it in! If in doubt,
drop us an email outlining what
you’ve got to say and Steve will help
you every step of the way.

Yes, it’s true; you’re too busy to
write. But think about it; you know
the big names we bring you in
Archery Focus; are you more busy
than they are? How do we do it?
We nag. So just remember; we
don’t need authors who can write,
we need archers who have some-
thing of interest to say.

Okay, that’s enough. I don’t
want to nag.

Nag, Nag, Nag!

editorial

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Available at Better Pro Shops, Bookstores, and Amazon.com

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise,Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and up-
to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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“I can’t use that type of release. I tried it once
and punched myself in the mouth.” This phrase has
become a part of my new life in archery and I’ve dedi-
cated myself to eliminating it from the lexicon of
archery “can’t do’s.” Having piqued your interest, I hope,
let me anticipate, and then answer, a few questions about
this style of release aid.

First, why do I refer to my “new life” in archery?
What I’m referring to is my journey from being just an
archery shooter to becoming a shooter/problem
solver/manufacturer over the past 45 years. I started in
1963 in the recurve/finger shooting era and, thanks to
the good Lord, I’m still going strong at the age of 71.
During those years, I’ve seen or experienced, firsthand,
just about every demon, both
physical and mental, which has
plagued archers since the days of
the Turks. The cruelest of these
demons, and one which had me
almost to the point of giving up,
is target panic.

This is a multi-headed
demon which can attack us in
many ways (mine was the inabili-
ty to let go of the bowstring with-
out conscious thought). Other
manifestations include freezing off the spot, snap shoot-
ing, and many other bugs which prevent us from per-
forming as well as we know we can. Every other sport
has its own form of this malady, so don’t think it applies
only to archery. It is definitely a mental problem and
although physical devices can help us in our quest to
keep it at bay, I know of no magic device which can

bring about a quick cure. For me the road to wellness
was paved by the advent of the release aid, which kept
me in archery. Not the device itself but rather the con-
cept of the release of the arrow being a complete surprise
to the archer. I found some help by using early release
aids, but my shot was still a command rather than a sur-
prise release, so in times of stress “the flinch” would rear
its ugly head. Once the idea of the surprise release was
discovered, I jumped right on it and was on the road to
recovery.

After 30 years of competition and with age creeping
up on me, I gradually started drifting toward the idea of
passing on some of my hard won knowledge and Zenith
Archery Products was born. Of course, the birth of a

business parallels real life in that
there is a moment of conception,
a period of gestation, and an
ongoing period of learning
which, like life, never ends until
the life cycle is over and even
then is passed on to future gener-
ations. For me, the moment of
conception was the idea of
replacing the handle of the most
popular release aid of the day,
with one which wouldn’t cause

the dreaded “doughnut callous” on the index finger or
worse yet, nerve damage to that finger. From that initial
idea other ideas sprang up and grew and, before I knew
it, I was in the archery business. When I first started,
Freddie Troncoso, one of archery’s finest product inno-
vators, showed an interest in my release aid.When I told
him that I was still working a regular job and had no way

Learning to Use
a Triggerless
(Back Tension)

Release
by Joe Bauernfeind

“The term ‘back tension
release’ . . . is actually a
misnomer. Back tension is
a method or style which
can be applied to cause
any archery release

to fire.”
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of making enough releases to start a business, he said
“Don’t worry about that, you’ll find a way to do it.” He
was exactly right and that’s the advice I still give to
archers who have the seed of an idea germinating in
their heads.

The other question I may have raised, is why the
double reference to “triggerless” and “back tension” in
my title for this article. The term “back tension release”
has become the term most used when referring to the
rope spike, hinge, or draw tension releases, but it is actu-
ally a misnomer. Back tension is a method or style which
can be applied to cause any archery release to fire,
whether it’s an index finger, thumb, or handle move-
ment device. I prefer the term “triggerless release” when
talking about these releases which are acti-
vated only by the motion of the han-
dle, whether it be rotational or a
straight back pull. The trig-
gerless release I’ll be refer-
ring to in the rest of this
article, will be a hinge
type release which is
still the most popu-
lar of these releas-
es, although the
modern versions
of the draw ten-
sion type releas-
es (the Carter
Evolution and
the Loesch) are
making strong
inroads into the
field. The hinge
release, although
the most popular,
is still the most
feared release in
archery and that was
one of the problems I set
out to solve. If I could find a
way to teach those “I can’t”
archers that they really could, my
sales should increase and archers would
realize that this type of release, along with a mind
training regimen could be the answer to their target
panic woes.

What was it that had generated this fear of what is
basically a very simple and easy release to use? The bot-
tom line was the failure of archers to analyze and under-
stand exactly how these releases work. The average
archer’s introduction to a hinge release came through
one of their shooting buddies who has been shooting
one for years and knowingly handed it to his friend:

“Here, give this a try if you want to get rid of that target
panic.” At the same time your “friend” was winking at
the rest of the group so that they won’t miss out on the
fun. “Just pull it back with your index finger and it won’t
go off.” Of course, he’d been using the release for years
and has it set right to where an expert would have it,
right on the edge. The unsuspecting brunt of the joke,
thankful for any help he can get, gets his 60 lb., hard
cam bow drawn to just about peak weight but only man-
ages to get a glimpse of his US$20+ carbon arrow head-
ing into the trees before his fist met his lips and he
wound up on the ground with the rest of the group. Of
course, they’d fallen down from laughing but he’s down
for the count of 10, usually with a loose tooth or a split

lip. Thus, the quote opening this piece had
been pounded into yet another

archer’s head (and I do mean
pounded).

The constant hearing
of that phrase eventually
led me to the idea of
tapping into this
vast pool of release
shooters, many of
whom were also
starting to feel
the first symp-
toms of target
panic. If I could
develop a way
which would
guarantee a
“punch free”
method of learn-
ing to shoot a
hinge release, I
could become “the
Pied Piper of the
triggerless release,”

leading archers on the
path to recovery from target

panic and at the same time
building a nice retirement business

for myself. Lots of “how to” articles had
been written over the years about the proper way to

activate the shot with a hinge release but, as far as I
could remember, no one had ever put together a true,
sure fire method for teaching a complete novice to learn
to shoot a hinge release on their own. I began to put into
place in my mind, the basic steps such a plan would need
to accomplish to succeed in a sure fire way. I adopted the
“Sure Fire” phrase as the name of my new package. It
has a positive ring to it and counteracts some of the neg-
ative ideas already planted in people’s minds.The second

Continued on the Next Page
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thing I would need to accomplish was to make trying it
easy to do. In other words: no monetary risk and a “No
Punch” guarantee. The money part of it was simple; the
promise of a no questions asked, ironclad, money-back
guarantee.My son-in-law came up with the idea for the
comic icon and drew the cartoon character (see Figure 1).
We call him “Punchy” and he symbolizes our commit-
ment to the punch-free learning process promised when
you buy the training kit.

Next came the basic ideas of the actual “hands on”
training method, but since we’d be selling only the train-
ing kit and not a personal training session, the making
of a video seemed to be the closest thing to actually
being with a trainer. If you remember my earlier state-
ment, the main reason for the failure of most archers to
be able to learn this release by themselves, was the lack
of a complete and exact understanding of how these
releases work and why they can help to overcome target
panic. The logical place to begin the video was at the
beginning, with a handful of release parts which would
have to be assembled into a shootable release aid. There
is no better road to understanding than to be faced with

a “build it your-
self ” challenge.To
smooth out the
assembly proce-
dure, each part is
displayed and
given a name by
which it can be
identified. The
part which I refer
to as the cam is
also widely known
as a moon, a
dump, or a sear so
to make sure we’re
all on the same
page we start with

a nomenclature session. Also at this time on the tape,
some safety rules are laid down which apply to all
archery in general but which need to be brought out
more strongly when trying to learn a new and possibly
hazardous technique.

Now for the tough part-how to develop a safe
method of learning to
draw and shoot your
bow without fear. It
was decided that the
full moon cam (see
Photo 2) would be the
best method to make
the process foolproof,
since a shot can be
simulated without the
actual release of the bowstring.The way the release nor-
mally works is as follows. A part I refer to as the dump
(see Photo 3), is mounted in the head shell using a 1⁄8˝ (3
mm) dowel pin. A half moon cam (see Photo 4) is
mounted in a slot on the handle and the head assembly
is fastened to the handle using a second 1⁄8˝(3 mm)
dowel pin, which also passes through the cam. A set
screw passes through the neck of the release body and up

into the bottom of the slot where it bears against the
cam.When tightened, the cam and dowel pin are locked
to the handle by the pressure of the screw, but the head
shell and dump are free to rotate on the ends of that
same dowel pin (see Photo 5).When a loop is attached to
the hook portion of the dump, it pivots and causes the
edge of the dump to ride on the surface of the cam.
When drawn with most of the pressure on the index fin-
ger, the handle rotates counterclockwise keeping the
release from firing during the draw. (We hope.) After
anchoring, the handle of the release is rotated clockwise
which brings the edge of the cam closer to the edge of
the dump.When the two edges part company, the dump
is free to pivot and the bowstring is “dumped.” This all
happens because of a slow, controlled movement of the
handle, using a change of pressure from the index finger
onto the middle and ring fingers and a steady rotation of
the drawing elbow back and slightly down.This rotation
is accomplished by using the back muscles to bring the
shoulder blades together.

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5
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For beginners, this motion of the handle occurs too
often during the draw cycle, causing the release to fire
prematurely and incurring the dreaded punch to the
nose. The solution to this comes with the use of the
practice full moon when learning the basics of the draw
cycle. Rather than letting the dump pivot far enough to
release the bowstring, the “Pcam” only lets the edge of
the dump drop into a notch machined in the cam, caus-
ing a loud click instead of an actual shot. The bow can
then be let down and the draw cycle repeated. This
allows you to become comfortable with the use of the
release and how it needs to be adjusted to get the prop-

er amount of rotation before firing. This adjustment is
made by loosening the set screw and rotating the cam
edge either closer or further away from the edge of the

dump. This adjustment is made less critical by the
machining of a very small groove at the edge of the cam.
This gives a pre-click warning that the release is very
close to firing. At that point you can go into your shot
routine and begin the final back tension which will cause
the release to fire. The clicker also serves as an audible
safety when drawing the bow. If you hear the click when
drawing, you can let down and start over instead of slip-
ping off the string
too soon and
punching yourself.
The clicker does
not, as some people
think, take away
the surprise ele-
ment of the shot,
since it is only used
as the last step of
your pre-shot rou-
tine. Once you’re into the actual aiming and shot cycle,
things are exactly the same, with or without the clicker.
Letting down a shot which has been held too long is
accomplished in the same way with or without the click-
er. The pressure is removed from the middle and ring
fingers and placed back on the index finger, causing the

Continued on the Next Page

Photo 6

“There is absolutely no reason why
any archer, no matter how young,
inexperienced, or afraid of this
style of release, cannot learn
safely and comfortably to use
one to their advantage.”
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release to return to its safe mode.The Pcam, by the way,
has two notches, one of which has the pre-click and the
other which doesn’t, allowing you to practice with or
without the click.

Another safety feature added to the training release
is a wrist strap (see Photo 6), which prevents you from
letting go of the whole release and shooting it out of the
bow. The strap can also be adjusted to take some of the
draw weight of the bow off of your index finger during
the draw cycle. This can be important if you are switch-
ing over from a wrist strap release, allowing you to
develop the extra strength in the index finger needed
during the draw cycle. Letting go of the release may
seem a little far fetched, but just a small creep forward
with today’s hard cam bows can jerk the release out of
your hand. (I can attest to this from personal experi-
ence.) Archers with severe cases of target panic can also
flinch when the sight hits the gold, causing all sorts of
strange reactions.

Once you are satisfied that you have a controlled shot
worked out, from draw through release, using the practice
cam, one of the two shooting cams (see Photo 2 again), can
be placed in the release: one cam has a clicker and the other
is smooth. By noting the relationship of the cam edge to
the dump edge on the practice cam, an initial adjustment
of the shooting cam can be made,which should be close in
feel to what your practice cam shot felt like.

From this point on, you should spend some time
getting use to the feel of a surprise release by shooting
lots of arrows up close into a blank bale or at a very large
target. This will further develop your comfort level felt
with this new style of shot before taking on the chal-
lenge of competition at longer, smaller targets which can
cause the symptoms of target panic to reappear. If you
find yourself slipping back into your old habits, go back
to short, low pressure shots for additional reinforcement
of the lessons you’ve learned.

The final point I’d like to make is that there is
absolutely no reason why any archer, no matter how
young, inexperienced, or afraid of this style of release,
cannot learn safely and comfortably to use one to their
advantage. Even if you shoot it only for practice and
continue to use a trigger release for competition, you’ll
have learned the proper way to shoot any release, with
the back muscles, and can go back to the hinge if things
start to go sour with the trigger. Remember it’s a “Sure
Fire” training method and we do guarantee that to you
by offering you your money back if you’re not satisfied.

Joe Bauernfeind
Zenith Archery Products
www.zenitharchery.com

631.929.3223

en Français

w w w. a rc h e r y f o c u s . c o m

Archery Focus OnLine
is now available
in five languages

Archery Focus

in English
auf Deutschen Espa~nol

in Italiano
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One of the more mysterious topics in archery is
arrow nodes. I will try to explain why you might want
to pay attention to them . . . or not.

What is a Node?
Let’s start with a guitar. A guitar? Yes, do not worry, all
will be made clear. A guitar string is stretched across
two fulcrums (called bridges by instrument makers) as
you can see in Figure 1.
When this string is
plucked somewhere near
the middle, the center of
the string rises and falls
in a regular rhythm. The
oscillating string, much
like a bowstring, alter-
nately compresses and
rarefies air in pulses that we call sound. There are any
number of different vibratory patterns that can occur,
depending on where the string is plucked (see Figure 2).
Each of these patterns represents an overtone (a pitch
whose frequency is a
multiple of the simplest
or fundamental vibra-
tion). And all of these
vibrations can exist
simultaneously! This lit-
tle lesson in music has a
point. The two fixed
ends of the string are
nodes-segments of the
string that do not move.
The more complex
vibrations also have
nodes that aren’t fixed
(see Figure 2 again).
These are nodes on the
string that do not move
either (at least in the

way the string is vibrating).
Nodes are non-moving points in what is called a

standing wave pattern. It is not called a standing wave
because it is standing still, it is because the vibration is
transverse, that is back and forth at right angles to the
length of the vibrating string or medium. It is not, like
an ocean or lake wave, moving from place to place.

Drums have nodes, too (where the drumhead or
drum skin is attached to
the rim of the drum is a
fixed node) as does the
air in a flute which
vibrates in a similar
manner and the column
of air in a flute has
nodes, too. Nodes pop
up in almost any vibrat-

ing medium in which there is a back and forth vibra-
tion.

Let’s see what nodes pop up in arrows.

Arrow Nodes
Arrows are shot from
bows with finger releas-
es and with release aids.
The resulting vibrations
are somewhat different,
but the effect of those
vibrations on an archery
shot is basically the
same.

Vibrating Recurve
Bow Arrows When a
bowstring is loosed
using a finger release,
even the cleanest finger
release does not cause

by Steve Ruis

Figure 1 A guitar string, when plucked near its middle vibrates predomi-
nately like this. The two points indicated are fixed nodes.

Figure 2 A guitar string plucked about one-quarter of the way in tends to
vibrate more in this pattern (top). The point in the middle is also a node
but not because it was fixed in place like the other two. The middle pattern
comes from a pluck about one-sixth of the way in from one end. Two new
nodes are shown here. The bottom pattern tries to show that when a real
guitar is plucked, all of these vibrations can exist simultaneously. Note: a
guitar string and a bowstring have a lot in common. Continued on Next Page
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the string to push into the arrow directly down the
shaft of the arrow. Instead, the string slides off of the
fingers/tab so that the rear end of the arrow is travel-
ing forward and sideways simultaneously. The first
reaction of the arrow is to buckle. The reason for this
is based on what engineers call “column loading.”Most

structural columns are straight up and down
because they are designed to resist the force
of gravity (which is our definition of
straight down). If the column is not straight
up and down, it may topple, bend, or break.
The forces on the rear of the arrow (a kind
of column) being not directed exactly
straight down the arrow shaft which cause it
to bend. But, because it is a stiff, resilient
column, it bends back . . . and forth . . . back
. . . and forth as it flies toward the target
(50-60 vibrations per second according to
Joe Tapley). These oscillations are mostly
side-to-side and continue a considerable
distance from the bow. They eventually are
dampened due to internal friction in the
shaft and external friction (drag) of the shaft
and fletches.

The nodes of the most fundamental
vibration are not at the ends of the shaft
because the ends aren’t fixed in place like
guitar strings. The nodes are somewhat in
from each end of the shaft. The middle part
has a bigger back and forth vibration while
the end parts vibrate much less. The nodes
move very little (side-to-side) as the arrow
travels down its path (see Figure 3).

Whether you are using a finger release
with a recurve bow or a compound bow, the
effect is the same, although compound bows
tend to show less buckling because there is
less force being exerted by the arrow on the
string (due to letoff ).

Vibrating Compound Bow Arrows The
same thing happens to arrows shot from
compound bows using release aids, but
because the release aid typically provides a
much smoother release the string, the size of
the vibrations, the amplitude of them, is
smaller. Arrows are not shot perfectly from
any bow because of compromises we make

in nocking point locations (to
keep the shaft on the rest) and
centershot locations (to com-
pensate for bow hand torque,
etc.).

Because there is very little
side-to-side movement due to
the release of the string, the

arrow vibrates mostly up-and-down (still transverse,
that is sideways, just in a different plane).

High speed video shows that these vibrations are
complex, that is they, like guitar strings, have overtone-
like vibrations overlaying the fundamental vibration.
Since the most fundamental vibration has by far the
greatest impact on the shot, we will ignore these other
vibrations
of lesser
amplitude.

O t h e r
F a c t o r s
A f f e c t i n g
A r r o w
Vibrations
You probably know that arrow spine is a measure of the
stiffness of the arrow. But this is not the stiffness along
its length, but from the side, in the direction the arrow
shaft vibrates. So, arrow spine, a critical factor in bow-
arrow setup is actually a measure of how much bend
you will get out of that initial thrust of the string. Too
much bend and the arrow will bend around the bow
too far (a weak reaction), too little bend and the arrow
won’t bend far enough (a stiff reaction).

You probably know that spine charts are made
from measurements based on the shaft alone (these are
called static spines). When you fletch the arrows and
add arrow points, you change the ability of the arrow
to vibrate, creating a different spine, called the dynam-
ic spine. Adding weight to any part of the shaft makes
that segment heavier and harder to move (due to iner-
tia). Let’s look at the point first.

The Effect of Arrow PointsThe weight of the arrow
point affects a great deal. The weight concentrated at
the front of the arrow makes the front of the arrow
harder to move along the arrow’s intended path than
the back of
the arrow.
This con-
tributes to a
g r e a t e r
degree of
b u c k l i n g
upon loosing
the arrow. And the more weight, the more bend. This
results in the well-known rule: to make an arrow some-
what weaker, use a heavier point. Taking this to an
extreme, if you were to weld the arrow point to a car
and shoot the arrow, I expect the car to not move and
all of the bow’s energy to go into bending the arrow
probably resulting in the arrow breaking spectacularly.
(Please do not be an idiot and actually try this.)

After changing the length of the arrow shaft,
changing point weight is the biggest factor in tuning
an arrow to a bow. (It is in second place but a much

Figure 3 Seen from
above, an arrow shot
with a finger release
vibrates back and forth
along the path (here from
bottom to top), although
the nodes move very little
side-to-side. Note: the
flexing has been exagger-
ated for clarity.

“Nodes pop up in almost
any vibrating medium in

which there is a back
and forth vibration.”

“Whatever you do, do not
change your draw

length to get the arrow
node in position!”
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smaller factor than shaft length in
this regard.)

The Effect of the Fletches and
Nocks Adding fletches and a nock
to the back end of an arrow has the
opposite effect of adding a point to
the front. Adding weight to the
back of an arrow shaft makes the
back harder to move (due to iner-
tia) which reduces the bend-
ing/buckling of the shaft upon
loosing (making the arrow appear
stiffer). Some arrow manufacturers
provide weighting systems for the
back ends of arrows for tuning pur-
poses. This effect on the arrow’s
spine, due to the fletches and nocks
being much lighter than points, is
an even smaller effect than the
weight of the point on the arrow
spine.

How Arrow Nodes
Can Effect Shots
Finally we get to the role arrow
nodes play in making a shot. I will
focus on the recurve situation. The
compound situation is the same,
but with less amplitude in the
arrow’s vibration as well as up and
down vibration rather than left and
right vibration. This accounts for
why so many compound archers
use launcher rests which provide
up and down cushioning (but not
side-to-side) while recurve archers
use cushion plungers that provide
side-to-side cushioning (but not
up and down).

The effect of arrow nodes
occurs in the first centimeters or so
of travel of the arrow. Here are

three scenarios.
ArrowNode at Cushion Plunger

In this scenario, at full draw the
arrow’s front node sits at the cush-
ion plunger button. The string is
loosed, the arrow bends such that
the middle of the shaft bends into
(toward) the bow. The short sec-
tion in front of the node bends
away from the bow. Since the
node, which does not move side-
ways, is at the button, the button
neither absorbs or provides any
force. As the arrow slides forward,
the shaft starts to bend back as it
slides along the rest, but the button
acts freely without out any preload.

Arrow Node Behind of the But-
ton If the arrow node is behind the
button, the sideways flex of the
shaft pulls the shaft away from the
button, which provides no
cushion effect.

Arrow Node Ahead the But-
ton If the arrow node is ahead
of the button, the segment just
behind the node slams into the
button, compressing it too
much, causing the button to
shove the shaft too far out from
the bow.

All of these scenarios (save
the first) are heavily affected by
the quality of the loose of the
string.
So can you guess which one is

recommended? Of course, having
the front node on the button (or
ever so slightly behind) creates the
setup least affected by the quality
of the loose from shot to shot. The
“ever so slightly behind” is part of
the recommendation because the
arrow starts sliding on the rest even
as it is bending, so there is a short
amount of time while the first
bend is forming for the arrow node
to get up to the button.

A Warning
Before we get into how you find
the front arrow node’s location, I
want to add this warning-before
you consider making any change in

Continued on the Next Page

“Because it is a stiff,
resilient column, it bends
back . . . and forth . . .
back . . . and forth as it
flies toward the target
(50-60 vibrations per
second according to Joe
Tapley).”



your bow-arrow system, you need to ask if this change
is going to have a positive effect on your archery . . .
and, if so, how much?

My impression is you have to be a very good archer
before this is worth doing, that is the effect is small. It
is way more important to improve your form (if you
have weaknesses), get a good arrow spine match for
your setup (if that is lacking), and many other things.
On the other hand, I like to do everything I can to
make my equipment as forgiving as I can (which I
often do with my outdoor setup over the winter and
my indoor setup over the summer).

Finding the Front Node
Of course, your arrows have to be fully made up,
because changing point weight, fletching, etc. will
affect the position of the nodes in the shaft. The pro-
cedure is fairly simple. You need a rigid fulcrum, like
the lip of a baking dish or the edge of the trough of an
Arizona Arrow Straightener. The arrow is held hori-
zontally by its nock, gently but firmly, and rested on

the lip of the baking dish near the point (see photo).
Firmly pluck the arrow downward near the middle of
the shaft with your other hand. The pluck sets the
shaft to vibrating (slightly). If the arrow is resting at
the arrow node, there will be very little movement of
the arrow and very little sound. If the arrow is resting
ahead of or behind the node, the vibrating shaft will
skitter around on the lip making sound.The rest is trial
and error (move the contact point up and down the
shaft until there is no sound/vibration).When you find
the node, mark its position with a marking pen and
repeat the process with 2-3 other arrows. They should
all have their nodes in the same place (roughly, as this
is a crude test). Also, it is more complicated that I am
portraying it here: for example, the front nodal point of
the arrow when on the string is somewhat farther back
than the front nodal point of the arrow in flight
(because the rear of the arrow is still attached to the
string). But don’t worry about the complexities as they
are probably too small to have much effect.

Expect to find the front node quite close to the
front of the arrow, 5-10 cm being common, but
because there are so many arrow sizes, and point sizes,
and shaft materials, you will just have to find it on your
own.

Whatever you do, do not change your draw length
to get the arrow node in position! The distance from
the node to the front of the shaft is the amount of
arrow overhang (past the button) you will build in
when you cut your next batch of arrows. If this is a sig-
nificantly different overhang than you have had, you
will need to retune your bow-arrow setup (because you
have changed the shaft length).

If you want to figure this out before you build your
arrows, you can just slip in a point to an arrow shaft
and test it that way. It should get you close.

Archery Focus14
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One of the cornerstones of competitive archery
success is consistency. The ability to precisely repeat
every step of the shot sequence is the goal of archery
training. While there are always adjustments for envi-
ronmental conditions, the archer with the consistently
reliable shot sequence is usually the archer who goes
home with the gold.

An often overlooked part of shooting consistency
is shot tempo. It is difficult to reliably reproduce one’s
desired shooting form if the pacing of each of the steps
is inconsistent. Holding too long, rushing the pre-
draw, or fumbling with nocking an arrow can all con-
tribute to an inconsistent performance.

The archery shot sequence can be compared to
martial arts disciplines such as Tai Chi. Participants
learn to perform a series of motions and poses in a pre-
cise rhythmic pattern. Dancers, skaters, and gymnasts
also train and perform to a precise tempo.

Archers can use tools from the world of music
to improve the consistency of their performances.
Practicing to pre-recorded music is one approach.
Using songs that have a medium to slow tempo,
archers can time the steps of the shot to the tempo of
the music. It is best if the music chosen is instrumen-
tal rather than vocal to avoid the distraction of the
lyrics to one’s concentration.The disadvantage of using
pre-recorded music is that the tempos are hard to
adjust and the music can become boring.

Another tempo training aid is the
metronome. The metronome is a
mechanical, electric, or digital device
used by musicians while they practice
to promote rhythmic consistency.The
digital variety generates an electronic
click that can be heard from an
onboard speaker, played through
headphones, or amplified for group
use. The speed of the metronome
clicks can be adjusted to any tempo
using a dial calibrated in beats per
minute. The clicks can be started and
stopped by the user. An advantage of
the metronome over music is that the
tempo can be easily adjusted and that
the simple clicks quickly become sub-

conscious to the listener.
For archers, a metronome can be a vital training

aid in establishing a consistent tempo for shot timing.
Start with the metronome set at about 50 beats per
minute. This tempo is a little slower than one beat per
second and seems to be one that experienced archers
can work with. Adjust the tempo as needed until the
archer can complete the shot sequence at a consistent
pace. For beginners, start out at a slower tempo and
pick up the tempo after they become more confident.

Divide the shot sequence into steps and count the
number of beats needed to complete each step confi-
dently. What you are looking for is a comfortable
amount of time to complete each task without either
rushing or waiting.

To use the metronome, first play the sound back
through the built in speaker (or through an amplifier,
if you want to work with a group of athletes). Count
out the number of beats you want to use for each step
of the shot. During practice, you can focus your atten-
tion on a particular part of the shot cycle that needs
work.

Once you have found the tempo
that works best for each athlete, you
can record the metronome click on
your computer and output it as an
MP3 file for playback into a portable
music listening device (such as an
iPod). Archers can then listen to their
tempo over headphones during prac-
tice to solidify their rhythm.

Electronic devices are not per-
mitted at the shooting line during
competitions but the rhythm will
become ingrained during the practice
sessions making for more consistent
shots.

Shot Tempo
Training by Van Webster

Archery Focus

“For archers, a metronome can be
a vital training aid in establishing

consistent shot timing.”

A battery powered portable metronome is easy to
use and to carry with you to the range.
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This technique may be well worth your time, at
the very least as a cross-check of your equipment setup.
Especially, if after using mass-weight distribution,
draw length adjustments, creep tuning, and the like,
you are still having problems holding steady or getting
consistent grouping and a forgivable setup. If you are
shooting your bow already, you can skip step #1. How-
ever, if you are setting it up for the first time or if you
are changing your string and cables or center serving,
it may well pay you to try this technique.

Step #1
Initial Positioning of the D-loop
Initial positioning of the D-loop can be done by eye, or
it can be done a bit more precisely. Most shooters sim-
ply put the arrow on the arrow rest, attach it to the
string with the nock, and “eye ball” it so that the arrow
is running through the center of the rest attachment
hole and is “dead level.” Then they tie in some serving
thread above or below the arrow nock, tie in the D-
loop knot above and below that, and go paper test. I
used to do it in this same way.However thanks to some
conversations with a more knowledgeable individual,
Mike Cooper, I soon found out that for single cam and
hybrid cam bows, the common technique might be
good enough for a hunting rig, but for pin-point accu-
racy, I was overlooking some important issues. Since
that time, I have put together what I feel is an accurate
sequence (which is originally mine) for setting that D-
loop very close the first time and thus not having to
deal with the potential of nock travel problems crop-
ping up due to improper D-loop placement.

Here’s a step-by-step procedure I’ve come up with
to initially place a D-loop on the string.
1. Mount your bow square on the bow string.
2. Line the bottom of the bow square even with the
center of the rest mounting hole (or bottom of the
hole if you choose to shoot your arrows down that
low).

3. Take a piece of masking tape, about 3⁄8 to 1⁄2 inch (9-

13 mm) wide and place the approximate center of
the masking tape in line with the bottom edge of the
bow square as it relates to the string (see Photo 1).

4. Wrap the masking tape around the bow string. You
will have to remove the bow square to accomplish
this.

5. Replace the bow square on the string and re-align
the bottom edge with the center of the arrow rest
mounting hole.

Tricks for Proper
D-loop Placement
A simple sequence to get your D-loop properly
placed on your bowstring

by Tom DorigattiProactive Bow Setup—

Photo 1

Photo 2
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6. Mark the masking tape with a red-line or blue line that you can see
that aligns with the bottom edge of the bow square.

7. Place an arrow nock on the bowstring, using the mold line on the nock
to align it with the red mark on the masking tape. It is going to fit
tight and that is what you want (see Photo 2).

8. Using a sharp knife. Carefully trim the masking tape even with the top
and bottom of the arrow nock. You only need to “score” the masking
tape around the string to get an even edge. You do not have to cut very
hard, and then you can remove the excess with your fingernail (see
Photo 3).

9. If you serve in above
the nock with serving do it
now, without moving the
nock. If not, then tie in the
top D-loop knot
10. If you serve in below
the nock, then do it now,
without moving the nock. If
not, then tie in the bottom
knot of the D-loop (see
Photos 4 & 5).
(Insert ##4 & 5, top knot
placement, bottom knot place-
ment).
11. Remove the arrow nock
and tighten up the D-loop

to get it to the length you normally shoot. You have written down that
piece of information, haven’t you? Remember, always be pro-active.
What you have accomplished here is to place the D-loop so that the

center of the arrow is really down the center of the arrow rest mounting
hole. This may or may not be the best positioning, but it is the recom-
mended position given by most bow manufacturers. You are not quite
ready yet to go out and paper tune this rig, however-not quite so fast!

Step #2
Check your Cam Synchronization/Timing
It is likely that during the stretch in process one of the “units” in the har-
ness has changed in length slightly. Before proceeding with “D-loop tun-
ing” you need to make sure your cams are in synchronization and/or

properly timed. You can
either have a friend watch as
you draw the bow back to
the stops. He/she will
carefully observe whether or
not the cams hit the “stops”
at the same time, or if one is
ahead of the other one.
Another way to check this is
through the use of the draw-
ing or crank board. This
allows you to have the unit
hold the bow back while you
check the cam synchroniza-

Continued on Next Page

Photo 3

Photo 4
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tion/timing. For obvious reasons, the crank board is
the better choice.

For a single cam bow, getting the cam in “time”
isn’t as difficult, since the manufacturers give you “tim-
ing holes” to line up and there is a little fudge room.
One cam controls pretty much everything, including
draw-length, etc.Thus, if the cam is the correct size for
your draw-length, you can set it exact using the power
cable and/or the bowstring to get it where you want it
without radically affecting the “timing.”

With the hybrid cam system, however, since the
two cams are working together, cam synchronization is
imperative. If the cams are out of synch, you will feel
mushiness at full draw, and the bow will be difficult to
tune as well. Additionally, you won’t be able to hold as
steady on the target. When the cams are in synch, the
wall is solid, and the holding qualities at full draw are
quite noticeably better.

If theTop Cam is LateWhat I’ve found is that if the
top cam is late, you simply let out twists on the control
cable, one-half twist at a time to get the cams in synch.
This doesn’t change the draw-length as radically as
adjusting the power cable to retard the bottom cam.
Many shooters want the top cam to be very slightly
ahead of the bottom cam, but this is accomplished dur-
ing a “creep test,” which is a “fine tuning” scenario and
isn’t part of this article.

Step #3 Check your Draw-Length
Draw-length, in my honest opinion, as well as most of
the top shooters in the game today, is probably the
most overlooked and yet critical aspect of shooting a
bow as accurately as possible. In previous articles, I’ve
outlined a method of transferring the brace height of
your bow to the site window and using this line as the
reference point for your bow’s draw-length setting (see
Volume 10, No. 3, 2006). It is personal preference, but
I find that using the true draw setting of my bow is by
far more accurate and easier to accommodate than
converting this to the AMO draw length. I simply take

a measuring arrow or a long arrow; draw the bow back
to full draw and anchor. Then, a friend marks the
arrow at the juncture of that arrow and the line on my
riser and we make the “reading.”This is the True Draw
of the bow, and unless that brace height changes radi-
cally, is how it is set regardless of arrow rest position-
ing. It is easy to keep tabs on and is always there for the
taking.The initial draw-length setting of you bow may
have changed some now that you have been shooting
it awhile. Now is the time to check it, and if necessary
re-set it by twisting or untwisting both ends of the bow
string the same number of twists to decrease or
increase draw-length in small increments. You can do
this with the buss cable(s), but then you are toying with
cam rotation/synchronization, and could throw that
off.Why do I say to take equal twists at each end of the
bowstring? By now, you probably have your peep site
rotation where you want it. If you want it to stay there,
then twist equally from each end of the bowstring. You
may have to remove the peep and put it back in 180
degrees different, but normally, this won’t happen
unless you put a lot of twists into the string or lose
count. It would take a lot of twists to throw off the cam
synchronization (on a hybrid or twin cam), but re-
check it anyways.

Step #4 Checking for
Proper D-loop Placement
You are probably thinking, “I put my D-loop so that
the arrow is passing thru the center of the arrow hole,
so it must be on right.” You are mostly correct, but not
completely. As I stated earlier, thanks to Mike Cooper,
I’ve learned that proper placement of the D-loop on
the string is often an overlooked part of the initial bow
set-up.

Here’s the Trick Keep the sight on the bow, but
remove all stabilizers and counterweights from the
bow.Then, draw the bow back, hold, aim, and shoot an
end of arrows. Don’t pay any attention to impact point
at this time. After each shot, look at the D-loop care-
fully, without touching it. Is that D-loop deformed?
This means, is the end of the loop higher or lower than
the center of the space between the knots (see photos top
of next page)?

If it is deformed, then your D-loop is not in the
“center of the pulling area” and thus, your nock travel
is being thrown off; along with the stability of the
arrow and your holding ability! If the D-loop is angled
up from center, move the loop down slightly (not
much) on the string. Shoot several more arrows and
this time, also pay attention to the holding qualities of
the site picture and what the loop looks like after each
shot (don’t touch the loop to ‘re-form” it). Repeat the
process until that D-loop is not deformed after the
shot or even a let down. Now, once the D-loop is not

Photo 5
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being deformed in the shot process. Shoot an end pay-
ing careful attention to your aiming. Note: you are
doing this without stabilization, correct? Well, once
you get this done and put your stabilization back onto
the bow, you aren’t going to believe the difference in
your sight picture!

More than likely, you will not have moved that D-
loop enough to affect your cam synchronization or
timing, but if you want, go ahead and re-check it.
What you have done here is to get your nock travel as
close to level as you can based upon how you hold the
bow.

One other thing I’ve learned is that if you are hav-
ing problems getting your release to fire, or if you
struggle with a shot or shots, a quick look at your D-
loop will tell you a lot about what you are doing dur-
ing your immediate past shooting sequence.This helps
immensely to analyze whether or not you are plucking,
pulling your elbow up, chin down, elbow down, etc. In
my particular case, if I’m struggling with my shot
process, and I either shoot a bad shot, or I let the shot
down, in nearly all cases, my D-loop is deformed
upwards. However, on the shots that go cleanly or
without much of a struggle, I have no D-loop defor-
mation at all. Yet another case of Proactive Archery
and paying attention to what is going on around you in
practice!

Never move that D-loop up or down on the string
once you have it finalized. Now that you have your D-
loop placed in the proper location on your bowstring,
it is imperative that if you need to adjust you’re the
angle of your arrow in relation to the bowstring to get
arrow flight and grouping (paper testing, or whatever).
The key here is that “nocking point” adjustments (now
a misnomer) are to be made by moving the arrow rest
and not the D-loop on the bowstring.

Conclusion
We have reviewed a step-by-step technique for placing
a D-loop on your bowstring. The technique in Step #1
(above) can also be applied to those wishing to shoot a
release rope around the bowstring and below the arrow

nock. However, most
of the time, the arrow
rest will have to be
dropped significantly
to accommodate the
different pulling
point imparted on
the bowstring by this
method of release
attachment and
anchoring.

We also reviewed
techniques for check-

ing cam synchronization/timing and the importance of
correct draw length. You are probably wondering why
the cam timing and draw-length isn’t checked before
placing the D-loop onto the string. The answer is sim-
ple; you can do those before final placement of the D-
loop on the string, but if you place the D-loop very far
off, you will have to do the cam synchroniza-
tion/timing and draw length over again anyway. Any-
time you adjust the cam synchronization/timing, you
also can affect draw length slightly, depending upon
how much you have changed the synchronization/cam
timing.

Finally, we gave a technique for determining if that
D-loop is really placed correctly for how you, the
archer, whose hand is in the bow and drawing it back,
actually becomes a part of the “shooting machine.” It is
very sensible to realize that if that bow shoots and
holds steady in your hand without any stabilization
and the D-loop isn’t deformed, then when you put on
the stabilization, things can only get better!

We finished by driving home the point that the D-
loop is the one thing that does not get moved during
the subsequent fine-tuning process.The Arrow-Rest is
what is moved up and down, not the D-loop. This is
such a common error that so many shooters are mak-
ing, including myself, until being properly instructed
on what that D-loop was all about (and that a hybrid
cam and a one-cam bow are not the same animal as a
twin cam “wheelie” bow with a long and forgiving axle-
to-axle length, and with a long, soft, and forgiving
round-lobed set of cams on it).

Proactive archery and the evolution of our
equipment; change is in the air!

The D-Loop on the left is deformed “up,” the one on the right is deformed “down,” and the one in the middle is “just
right.”
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Mental
Rehearsal
for Archery
Mental rehearsal has been used in archery for
a long time. Many call this visualization or imagery.
The reason we prefer the term mental rehearsal over
these others is because when people hear the word
visualization they tend to think of watching a
process. The word imagery
tends to imply imagining a
process, but leaving the feel out
of it. Mental rehearsal is about
seeing and feeling what we want
to happen.

Mental rehearsal is used pri-
marily to help you perform the
shot you want to make in order,
of course, to get the result you
want. To do this, first you must
put yourself in the proper mental state. This is
accomplished by mentally rehearsing the desired
shot before you execute it. How and when you per-
form the mental rehearsal affects the probability of
having the performance you desire.

When
Mental rehearsal has to occur in the anticipation
phase of a shot. The anticipation phase of a shot is
the time spent preparing immediately before making
a shot. During this time you
have two things to perform: the
preload and mental program. It
is during the preload that you
want to mentally rehearse the
shot.

How
The preload starts as soon as
you start gathering information
about the shot. In archery this
takes relatively little time. If you

are shooting indoors, the focus is on shooting the
same quality shot over and over. If you are outdoors,
you must consider things like the distance, light and
shade, and wind. During the preload you gather
information to come up with a strategy of what you

want to do for that shot. Take a
3-D competition as an example.
When coming up to the target
you are gathering information
about the shot you are going to
make: how far do you think this
target is?, what are the weather
conditions like?, what is the
angle up- or downhill?, and how
do they affect your choice of
shot? These factors are impor-

tant and are needed in order to run a good mental
rehearsal of the shot.

Once the information you have gathered is clear
and you have made the final decision on the type of
shot you want to make, it is at that point that you
mentally rehearse the shot you want to make. This
usually happens just after you nock the arrow but
must occur before you begin drawing. It is important
that you mentally rehearse the shot you want at this
time because it sets up the subconscious to perform.

The mental rehearsal is, in fact,
instructions to your subcon-
scious mind of what you want it
to do.

For this to work, you must
make the rehearsal as vivid and
detailed as possible with a feel-
ing of being decisive about the
shot you are going to make, that
is being convinced that this is
the shot that will score the
max. This decisiveness helps

by Troy Bassham

“Mental rehearsal is used
primarily to help you per-
form the shot you want to
make in order, of course,
to get the result you

want.”

“For this to work, you
must make the rehearsal
as vivid and detailed as
possible with a feeling of
being decisive about the
shot you are going to

make.”
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quiet your conscious mind and allows the handoff to
the mental program be more efficient. I am sure you
have seen golfers change their minds about which
club to use (and then even change back!). It is imper-
ative that they be convinced that they have the right
club before they begin their swing as their doubt will
undermine what they are trying to do. Archers need
to do the same: be absolutely sure of, and committed
to, their sight setting, the yardage, the wind, every-
thing.

The time it takes from when you finish the men-
tal rehearsal to the time the shot goes off allows time
for the conscious mind (which was active due to the

rehearsal) to settle down. This is important because
you cannot execute the shot you want if your con-
scious mind is too active. This is why you need to run

a mental program in between the mental rehearsal
and the shot. The mental program occupies the con-
scious mind and keeps it from interfering.

When you mentally rehearse the shot you want
to make, make sure you feel the shot and not just see
the shot in your mind’s eye. This helps to make the
rehearsal more vivid and improves the probability of
having the real shot be like the mental rehearsal. If
you follow the above guidelines for running a consis-
tent mental rehearsal before each shot, you will see
improvement in your consistency and number of
good shots.

“Once the information you have
gathered is clear and you have
made the final decision on the
type of shot you want to make, it
is at that point that you mentally
rehearse the shot you want to
make.”
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Primarily I write these articles about things
that concern vision and the shooting or aiming
process. Occasionally, though, I feel that I should be
sharing information with you to help in your daily lives
which will transfer over to a better shooting experi-
ence. In the last article I covered a common and dev-
astating eye disease.This time I want to help with your
computer use.

For most of us our daily activities have made us
accustomed to the major role computers play in our
lives. We use them at work, at play, casually, even for
researching our favorite sport of archery.

As modern people we are surrounded and virtual-
ly compelled to use computer type devices. Sadly, most
people who use a computer
for extended periods of time
will experience some vision
problems. They will range
from eyestrain and general
discomfort to fatigue and
prescription change. When
related to computer use, these
problems are referred to as
computer vision syndrome
(CVS). Though CVS does
not cause permanent damage to your eyes, it can be a
major cause of discomfort, fatigue, and loss of produc-
tivity.

Some Basic Statistics that
Help You to Understand CVS
According to the 2007 American Eye-Q(r) survey,
which deals with eye care and related issues, 82 percent
of Americans frequently work with a computer or per-
sonal digital assistant (PDA). An Omnibus survey
showed 42 percent spend three or more hours a day in

front of a computer or handheld device. What I found
to be most important was that as many as 78 percent
of Americans do not have their computer monitor
positioned at the correct height (which is below eye
level). The National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES), says about 90 percent of children and adoles-
cents ages 5 to 17 use computers at school or at home.

So What is
Computer Vision Syndrome?
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) defines computer vision syndrome
(CVS) as “eyestrain associated with prolonged com-
puter use.” The American Optometric Association

(AOA) expands on this defi-
nition, “CVS is the complex
of eye and vision problems
related to near work which
are experienced during or
related to computer use. CVS
is characterized by visual
symptoms which result from
interaction with a computer
display or its environment. In
most cases, symptoms occur

because the visual demands of the task exceed the visu-
al abilities of the individual to comfortably perform the
task.” In laymen’s terms this means the eye in its
human form is not readily designed to do this kind of
work. After a short period of time or with prolonged
use, it can be uncomfortable or difficult for most peo-
ple.

The symptoms of CVS generally fall into three
categories: vision problems, eye problems, and general
discomfort:

The vision problems can include blurry vision,

Computer
Vision
Syndrome

by Chuck Cooley

Do us both a favor and save your eyes for archery.

“Occasionally, though, I feel
that I should be sharing infor-
mation with you to help in your
daily lives which will transfer
over to a better shooting

experience.”
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problems in getting the eye to change focus, some dou-
ble vision, glare, flickering sensations, and temporary
changes in color perception.

The physical eye problems include redness, burn-
ing, stinging, itchy, dry eyes, excessive tearing, fatigue,
strain, light sensitivity, and often contact lens discom-
fort.

General discomfort symptoms include headaches,
neck tension or pain, shoulder tension or pain, back
pain, pain in arms or wrists, excessive fatigue, irritabil-
ity, and drowsiness. These physical problems though
can generally be dealt with using conventional meth-
ods for improving posture and position of you and your
computer.

This article will deal only with the vision aspects.

What Causes CVS?
Using a computer is an odd task for the eye because we
have to use all the conventional methods for reading
and near vision tasks yet the eye does not come to a
focus on the screen in a conventional format. In tradi-
tional near tasks we look at a piece of paper or docu-
ment. A tangible and opaque surface that the eye can
easily see. The characters and images are on the same
plane at the same distance for the whole page and they
generally have sharp clear edges. With computers

however the eye does not “see the screen” in a typical
fashion. There is no solid surface to focus on and the
edges of the image are pixilated. Even if we can’t real-
ly tell, the eye still can see the rough edges of the print
and the image.The images and letters and windows all
float in space in front of the eye while it tries to focus
on it.What happens is we get a type of virtual focus. It
varies from person to person but the point is generally
18˝-24˝ (45-60 cm) behind the screen itself. The eye
tends to bounce back and forth between its natural
focal length and the images on the screen. This image
helps to explain it.

Several studies also show that people don’t blink
enough when using a computer. Most people blink an
average of 18 times per minute. During times of con-
tinuous computer use that rate can drop to as little as a
quarter of that rate. This can be a real problem, espe-

cially for wearers of contact lenses. The blink of our
eyes deposits a very unique tear layer on the surface of

the eye. That tear layer serves to clean and refresh the
surface of the eye but more importantly allows the
transmission of oxygen to the cornea. Without this
constant blink rate keeping up the eye will not get the
proper nutrients and moisture it needs to remain com-
fortable and healthy. In extended times of use the
cornea can become irritated so much that the lack of
oxygen and moisture actually allows it to swell. In these
cases the person’s refraction actually changes and
makes it even harder to see well. It also leads to dry,
burning, itchy conditions. The good news is that when
you take a long break or take a nap the condition is
resolved. Repeated conditions however can lead to
problems down the road.

I use two common solutions for this: #1 I put a
note near the top of the screen that has the word
“Blink” written on it. It sounds odd but the subliminal
action of seeing the word will help to keep you blink-
ing; #2 I have people use rewetting or lubrication eye
drops. It helps the tear layer in its performance. It will
act as a soothing agent for some of the conditions cre-
ated by excessive computer screen exposure.

I do not ever recommend any drop that “gets the
red out.” They are vassal restrictors that actually cut off
the much needed flow of blood to parts of the eye.
When the eye turns red it is an indicator of something
being wrong. It’s the only signal the eye can give to let
you know it’s not happy. By using drops that restrict or
stop that blood you are merely masking a potentially
dangerous condition or problem. Even a simple cool
compress can help to alleviate some of these condi-
tions.

How Do We Treat CVS?
First, I recommend a complete eye exam. If you use a
computer for long periods of time or often, you should
do this every year.

Tell your eye doctor that you use a computer, and
explain what type of symptoms or problems you are
having. Also tell them as much as you can about your
work environment. Key information I usually use is the

Continued on the Next Page

“Several studies also show that
people don’t blink enough when
using a computer. This can be a

real problem, especially for
wearers of contact lenses.”
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distance from your eyes to your computer screen. Also,
knowing if you wear eyeglasses or contact lenses when
using a computer is helpful. For most of my patients I

tell them to wear the glasses when a long term or heavy
session of computer use is coming up. The reasoning
goes back to the low blink rate which can exaggerate
the problems for contact lens wearers.

Most people who use a computer for several hours
a day can benefit from eyeglasses prescribed specifical-
ly for computer use. The function of these is to allow
the eye to easily focus at the distance where the screen
is located. The good news is that most people enjoy a
range of focus that allows a very comfortable work
environment with these glasses on. We can even pre-
scribe this style of lens for someone who normally does
not wear glasses. It works very well to help remove
strain and fatigue.

The lens design can be configured to fit as a no-
line or progressive style or more like a traditional line
style or even as single vision lenses. There are several
brands for the no line style to choose from. Your local
optician would be the best choice for discussing your
options. Keep in mind these lenses are just like the
shooting glasses I spoke of in prior articles. They are
task oriented and designed to make your “desk, com-
puter” life easier. They are not for driving or general
daily life use outside the office or away from the com-
puter.

In the setup of these lenses I always recommend
anti-reflective (AR) coating. As the name implies it
helps to eliminate reflections but more importantly it
allows more light to pass through the material for a
sharper more enhanced image. I also include a UV-
blocking coating unless the material already has that
property. It’s critical and measurable that you will see
better, longer, and easier if the lenses are UV-protec-
tive. Some opticians will recommend a tint as well.The
only one to consider is an amber color of a light densi-
ty. The amber serves to block the blue light wave-
lengths which are the most troublesome for the eye to
resolve.

Some Things You Can Do
to Alleviate CVS
In closing I’m going to assume you’ve had the exam
and possibly have been fitted with your new computer
glasses. Here are some other things you can do to help

the situation and keep the eyes happy.
1. Take Frequent Breaks Rest your eyes by closing
them or looking across the room for a bit. Try this
every 20 minutes. Some doctors call it the “20-20-
20 Rule”: Every 20 minutes, take a 20-second break
to look at objects that are at least 20 feet away. It
relaxes the eye and allows a long range focal gaze.

2. Blink Often Blink fully once or twice every time you
change a page view to help keep your eyes moist
and comfortable. If your eyes still feel dry, use “arti-
ficial tears” or contact lens rewetting drops as often
as necessary. Remember the “blink” note and not to
us drops for “getting the red out.” Use only rewet-
ting or lubrication drops.

3. Configure Your Workstation Position your screen
about 24 to 36 inches (60-90 cm) from your eyes,
and approximately 6 to 10 inches (15-25 cm) below
straight ahead eye level. Also tilt the screen so the
top and bottom are the same distance from your
eyes and position the screen directly in front of you,
not off to the side. Use a document holder and put
your reference material as close to your screen as
possible. It keeps all the information at roughly the
same focal length and easier to see over a long peri-
od of time.

4. Check Your Screen for Reflections I solidly recom-
mend purchasing an anti-reflective screen filter.
Not the mesh type but the glass style. Try to keep
the screen 90 degrees from the windows to avoid
reflections from that direction.

5. Dim the Lights Generally office environments use
lighting that is too bright for comfortable comput-
er use. I recommend full spectrum light bulbs if at
all possible. The traditional fluorescent bulbs emit a
large amount of blue light, again a problem for the
eye to handle. If possible, reduce overhead lighting
to a lower level or use indirect lighting right on the
desk.

6. Check the Screen Itself The brightness should be
equal to the general background brightness of the
room. Use the highest resolution possible on your
monitor. Refresh rate is important but new moni-
tors as a rule have a rate that is higher than 70
MHz. Below that the eye can see the flicker and
cause discomfort.

CVS can be a real problem but with a little
effort and some simple changes you can make your
computer life more comfortable. This in turn will keep
the eyes happier and healthier which should translate
into a better daily situation for the eyes and eventually
a better shooting experience.

Happy shooting! See you on the line.

For more information ask your local eye care professional or

“Most people who use a computer
for several hours a day can bene-
fit from eyeglasses prescribed
specifically for computer use.”
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Do you remember that first bow? Those first
arrows you owned, you can probably even picture the
target face, bale, or stump you shot your first arrows
into . . . and the person who introduced you to the
sport. Those are great memories and the event must
have been enjoyable to fuel your next shooting experi-
ence.

Student archers want to be successful. Regardless
if beginning shooters are eighty-years old or eight they
want to put an arrow in the bull’s-eye - and the soon-
er the better. My unspoken goal is using that first
bull’s-eye as bait for bringing another archer into the
sport. So, what is the quickest and most economical
way to bring beginning archers into the sport and set
the stage for instant success?

Over the past five years I’ve had the opportunity
to share my love of archery with hundreds of people
from adults to children. I enjoy watching students
shoot their first arrows; the event is always a magical
moment. The trick is to set the stage for success and
stimulate desire to nock another arrow. The first
shooting session is no time to discuss the challenges of

archery. Any seasoned archer knows the long climb
from novice to intermediate status and the demanding
costs of time and money to progress from intermediate
to advanced - the novice archer simply needs to learn

Continued on the Next Page

in
Fifteen Minutes

Three ArchersThree Archers

in
Fifteen Minutes

by Ty Pelfrey

Tyler Wells takes a concentrated aim with his unique two-finger anchor.
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how to sink a shaft into the gold!
There are many approaches to aiming a bow and

proven methods to teach archery skills. When you
combine those variables with a wide selection of
archery equipment, the decision on where to start can
be difficult.My budget at Gray Avenue Middle School
was limited (my principal would match any money I

could raise), so I needed to find my own funds if I
wanted an archery program in this public school. I
found that support at the Native American Education
Program, headed by a sympathetic and very supportive
Jim Graham. Twenty-five hundred dollars later I set-
tled on fifteen recurve bows, with twenty to thirty
pounds draw, two hundred aluminum arrows fletched
with feathers, four Whitetail target butts, a safety net
and a box full of armguards, chest protectors, and fin-

ger tabs. I built target stands in the school’s woodshop
and convinced the school principal to give me a class-
room to turn into an indoor range. I am proud to say
that The Gray Avenue Archers have been shooting in
Room 22 for the past five years and archery is a part of
the school curriculum. It is one of the most popular
classes on campus, I believe, due to the students’ feel-
ings of success.

Now there is no secret to how I set up a successful
situation. I put the students five meters from an 80 cm
target face and give them some basic instruction
including finding their dominant eye.Then comes foot
placement, how to put on a chest protector, and I
demonstrate exactly what the kids are going to do in
the next fifteen minutes.

I teach three students at a time. They stand four
feet apart on the shooting line, each archer facing their
own target. The remaining twenty kids in my class sit
comfortably behind us watching and listening intently
(not knowing who is next). I found having the students
watch me teach their peers allows them to visualize
what I am expecting from them with regard to bow
arm position, drawing the bow, foot position, and the
anchor. Arm guards and finger tabs are not an option!
One blood blister on a bow arm from an oscillating
string from their first shot nearly ruins the experience
for my pint-sized archers.

Two successful teaching techniques have encour-

JeremiahFlemming is helpingme demonstrate how I press against the student’s
bow and draw arms and then show them how strong they are front to back.

Paulina Rodarte helps me demonstrate me setting up her bowarm (she is
also my classroom aide for fourth period).

“Regardless if beginning shooters
are eighty-years old or eight they
want to put an arrow in the
bull’s-eye—and the sooner the
better.”
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aged a positive shooting
experience: bow arm
rotation at the shoulder
and alignment at full
draw. Before the kids
touch a bow, I have them
relax their bow arm and
dangle it next to their
side like a limp noodle.
Then I rotate the stu-
dent’s humerus and bring
the bow arm up making it
parallel with the ground.
Next, I rotate the wrist so
the hand can hold the
bow. The students notice
their protruding elbow
vanishes before their eyes.
Then I press on their
hand pushing the bow
arm, making sure they
understand the arm needs
to be solid. Half the time
their elbows rotate into
harm’s way when pressure
is added (simulating a
bow at full draw) and I
need to quickly do the
whole routine again.Then I have the student’s practice
getting their arms into correct position while I teach
the next student. Three kids require about three min-
utes to learn how to hold their bowarms.

Then I work on alignment with the soon to be
archers.While standing behind each archer I ask them
to put their bow arm out as if they were holding a bow.
I explain to them that I’m going to push on their hand
and their elbow - if they don’t mind. I then have them
make a fist with their bow hand. With the bow arm
extended I have the stu-
dents place their anchor
hands on their face. I
make sure the drawing
elbow is behind their
head. Then I gently put
pressure with my hands
on the drawing elbow and
the bow hand, compress-
ing them. Nine times out
of ten, the drawing elbow
collapses into a right
angle with the bow arm.
Kids will say, “Wait do it
again!” The second
attempt is usually a firm
bow arm, solid anchor,

and great alignment.
Teaching this on the
shooting line with three
kids is great, because they
watch each other know-
ing they are next.
Improved focus-a little
positive anxiety-is always
a good thing when teach-
ing. This part of the les-
son takes a good three
minutes for the group.

Then the students
always draw the bow,
without an arrow, as I
stand in front of them.
They practice drawing
and aiming at my eye,
without an arrow, so that
I can see their alignment.
I’ll give advice, “Move
your elbow behind your
head, line the string up
under your eye, and hook
your drawing thumb
under your mandible.” I
can do this directing the
students individually, in a

small group setting. It has proven very efficient. I’ll
have them draw the bow a dozen times before they put
an arrow on the string (actually I put the first arrow on
the string). A solid three minutes of instruction.

I utilize a string-walking approach in my teaching
due to a personal bias toward the discipline, and it
allows beginning students to have a point of aim. I
have a poster on the wall that shows the sight picture
the kids should see when they look down the arrow.
That visual image is important to set the stage. The

kids naturally put the tip
of the arrow on the center
of the target, which gives
them an aiming refer-
ence. The students
quickly learn moving
their hands further down
the string lowers the
arrows impact on the tar-
get and sliding their fin-
gers toward the nock
raises arrow impact.

When I say, “It’s time
to shoot.” I can see the
anticipation and excite-
ment in the shooter’s
face. “We’re going to

Nick Harp with the most recent “Robin Hood” a not too unusual
occurance.
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shoot three arrows.” I have the kids hold the string two
inches below the nock sets, and I nock an arrow on the
string for each kid. “Put your bow arm out straight,
draw the bow, put the tip of the arrow on the gold,
release!”Thwack, smack, pop! Three arrows hit the tar-
get and there are always smiles and turning heads to
see if everyone saw their great shot. Of course, I have
the situation orchestrated for success but they are
hooked and before the second arrow I demonstrate
how to nock it on the string.The third arrow they nock

themselves. It takes about five minutes to shoot the
arrows, and retrieve them from the bulls-eyes. There is
always spontaneous smiles, applause from the crowd
and glowing faces asking, “Can I do it again?” I love it.

It’s an awkward dance, between the beginning
archer and unseasoned muscles dancing to the unfa-
miliar tune of a recurve bow, but with constant prac-
tice, basic instruction and rehearsed form the fear of a
beginner’s failure fades into the confidence of a trained
archer. Over time the distance in our class moves back
to ten meters, and the ten-ring shrinks to that of a
photocopied dime as their target. We finish the class
shooting at kite string stretched in front of the butts,
with kids pinning the string to the targets - that’s
focus.

Although the equipment is basic, recurve bows
with rubber rests, and aluminum arrows guided by
three finger tabs using a “point of aim” aiming system,
the introduction to the sport is a positive and success-
ful experience. I hope the experience is one that they
will enjoy and remember for a lifetime and leads them
to select their future bow, aiming style and shooting
challenges as they proudly call themselves archers.

Yuba City’s finest, the Gray Avenue Middle School’s fifth period archery class: Top (L to R): Jacqueline Bucio, Kelly Gonzales, Samantha Pecor;
Bottom (L to R) : Rajdeep Grewal, Bryce Seymour, Erick Gracida, Fernando Alvarez, Juan Castillo.

“It’s an awkward dance, between
the beginning archer and
unseasoned muscles dancing to
the unfamiliar tune of a recurve
bow, but with constant practice,
basic instruction and rehearsed
form the fear of a beginner’s
failure fades into the confidence
of a trained archer.”
28
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Load the car. Drive to the airport. Unload the
car. Check in. Get inspected. Get inspected. Get inspect-
ed. Finally, we’re free of the heavy stuff. Fly across coun-
try. Gather baggage. Load into rental shuttle. Unload
shuttle.Load rental car.Drive tomotel.Unload car.Wake
up and load car. Drive to tournament, unload and reload
car; many times over the next few days. Finish tourna-
ment. Load car. Drive to airport, unload rental, load into
shuttle, unload from shuttle. Check in. Get inspected.
Get inspected.Get inspected.Whew! I’m tired. Feels like
all we do is unload and reload. Okay, we shoot arrows in-
between, but we domore heavy lifting than anything else,
I’m pretty sure of that.

It’s that time of year again that we travel back and
forth across the country, a family of archers, chasing the
tournament calendar. After dragging all the equipment
into the check-in line at the airport and getting the suit-
cases out of the way, we drag the bow cases to security so
they can be inspected and we can lock them. We’ve
learned to arrive early to perform what now is our ritual
when traveling. Everyone has it down as to what to do
and what to say as we keep a watchful eye as our cases
either make it through the x-ray machine and onto the
conveyor belt, or get held up, opened, inspected as we
explain “What’s in this case?” to the security person mak-
ing the inspection.

“No sir, it is not a weapon. It is recreational equip-
ment.”

“No, I do not hunt.”
“Yes sir, it’s very valuable.”
“Yes sir, it’s very delicate, and I would appreciate it if

you put that back where you took it from.
“Yes ma’am, I do a lot of practice.”
“Yes, ma’am, it’s a shade.My mom will explain.”
“Thank you very much! Have a great day!”
We’ve had inspections in a variety of places. Once in

Ohio, it took place in a back room, where it was quite
uncomfortable since there wasn’t anyone but the inspec-
tor around. I couldn’t figure out why we were taken in the
back, but it worked out anyway. We’ve had inspections
right in the middle of the floor next to Check In. I don’t
know what they would’ve done if our cases turned out to
contain something dangerous.Wewere, after all, standing

in the middle of the Continental Airlines check-in area.
Then, of course, themore normal inspections taking place
right outside the x-ray machine while we watch them
picking through our equipment not having a clue what
anything is and hoping they don’t do something drastic,
like want to take the plunger apart or remove the foam
padding. Finally,we get the cases locked and on their way,
make our way to the boarding area and make the long
flight to . . . wherever.

Arriving in Baggage Claim at our destination, we
split up, with some of us going to find ‘Oversized’ and see
what turns up there. Seems like some baggage handlers
think the shade and bow cases are oversized, while others
put them in with the suitcases. I’ve given up trying to fig-
ure it out. You just never know where our stuff is going to
end up, so another person stands at the carousel. I always
stand at the carousel and quietly hope the shade and cases
go to ‘oversized’ so I don’t have to drag them off the
carousel.

As the bags begin to slide down the ramp,we wait, as
always, mostly hoping that, if nothing else, the bow cases

come off. Like all good archers, we’ve stood and watched
suitcase after suitcase come down the slide, and remarked,
“We don’t need the clothes, but we do need the bows.” It’s
always a huge relief when the cases turn up. Such a switch
from the days before archery when I cared about my
clothes, thinking I might not have a good vacation if the
suitcases were lost. Archery changes things once it is in
your veins. Finally, we are relieved as the big black cases
turn up.

After everything has been pulled to safety, we gath-
er up our goods and head for the rental car.Dragging two

Tournament
Time!

by Lorretta Sinclair

“Like all good archers, we’ve stood
and watched suitcase after

suitcase come down the slide,
and remarked, “We don’t need

the clothes, but we do
need the bows.”

Further Adventures
of an Archery Mom
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double SKB cases, two
overstuffed suitcases, three
carry-on bags, at least one
laptop, and the infamous,
hard-to-handle shade (see
last issue, Ed.) through the
airport, leaves us looking
like nothing short of a cir-
cus act.

A baggage handler
approaches us with a cart
and just as I’m thinking,
“Oh yeah, where’s my wal-
let; let’s pay him,” Dakota
waves him off with ‘Nah, we got it.”We do? We have it?
Are you kidding me? I don’t have it, I’m sure. This nice
fellow wants to earn some pocket money. “I’m all for it,” I
mutter, scrambling to find my wallet, while the carry-on
bags slide off my shoulders and onto the floor almost top-
pling me over in the process. I think they weigh as much
as I do. “Come on, mom, we’ve got it. It’s fine,” Dakota
assures me. And he waves the guy off again. I am so dis-

appointed! Slumping under the weight of ‘my share’
which include two carry-on bags (one on each shoulder,
and dragging one suitcase behind me), I move on reluc-
tantly hoping we don’t have to go too far to find the rental
car shuttle bus. I’m exhausted already.

The shuttle bus pulls up andwe take longer than any-
one else to get everything aboard. People are staring at us
as we strong arm things into the van.Well, okay, the boys
strong arm, I stand by acting like I’m actually helping
while trying to get the numbness out of my arm from
having the carry-on bags slung over each shoulder. I try
and make light of the fact that people are clearly annoyed
that we take so long, explaining that we actually did leave
the kitchen sink at home; it’s just that we brought every-
thing else we own. Amused or not, it’s still embarrassing
to take so long.

When the shuttle pulls in to the rental car area, peo-
ple scramble faster than they did when getting on, in
order to get off ahead of us. I don’t blame them, so we
patiently wait until we are last.Then as the boys begin the
process of dragging everything off and stacking it on the
sidewalk, I go and get the rental car. As I walk off, I hear
one of themmutter, “I hope she gets a bigger car than the
last one. I don’t want a bow case on my lap again.”

Keys in hand, we start dragging the suitcases and

equipment to the rental
car. “What did you get
mom? I hope it has a big
enough trunk.” I don’t
know, it’s some sort of
mid-size car. It should be
big enough. “Yeah, like the
last one? Mom, I hope you
didn’t get that Ford Focus
again. Remember, we can’t
all fit?” Well, since you
boys are so smart, I could
just rent us a minivan, then
we’d all fit for sure. How

about that? The groans are loud accompanied by, “Oh
man, don’t do that.That’s just too old.That would be too
embarrassing,” which always makes me laugh out loud at
them. Such stylin’ critics, these sons of mine.

I get a high-five when they see it’s a midsize SUV
and they are happy that no one has luggage in their lap for
the 11⁄2 hour drive to the motel. I’ve passed yet another
traveling test. Never mind it took me four or five tries, in
the eyes of my sons, to “get it right.”

Getting through a tournament, with the early morn-
ings, long days, ups and downs of having multiple people
competing, the highs, the lows. . . . It’s all a drama - some-
times fun, sometimes not, sometimes I wish I had stayed
home. Sometimes I do stay home and send Dad instead.
The tournament ends, we pack up, head for the airport,
and arrive home again. Well, after more heavy lifting,
more dragging heavy bags, more inspections, more
strange looks and comments,more scolding frommy sons
about how I never keep up and I’ve got the lightest load.
. . . Hey! Did they realize I’m the smallest person and
maybe it’s hard for me to keep up?

By the time we load the car for the long three hour
drive from Los Angeles LAX airport to the high desert, I
have gone full circle from, “Oh, this is great that tourna-
ment season is here” to “I loathe tournament season” to
“Okay, this wasn’t too bad, I can do it again.” Good thing
I go round in the circle, because a few weeks later . . . load,
unload, inspection, inspection, inspection . . . load, unload.
. . . It’s the circle of my life these days.

“Seems like some baggage han-
dlers think the shade and bow

cases are oversized, while others
put them in with the suitcases. I’ve

given up trying to figure it out.”

“Well, since you boys are so smart,
I could just rent us a minivan, then
we’d all fit for sure. How about
that? The groans are loud . . . ”
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FITA (actually FITA’s Medical Committee)
published a book on the science and medical aspects of
archery in 2004. I found out about it a little over a year
ago (which says something about the marketing of
archery products). Regular readers of Archery Focus
magazine are probably aware that I am on somewhat of
a mission to identify where science has studied archery
and to get that information translated into ordinary
language and then to get it into the hands of archers
and coaches. This book is thereby a great find, as it
includes references, along with a great deal of interest-
ing information.

What initially drew me to this book is that it had
chapters on injuries (more on this later) but a quick
glance at the table of contents (see the sidebar), shows
a wide range of useful and interesting topics.

A Warning to the Reader Before I proceed, I feel I
must warn those of you inclined to rush off and order
your copy. I do not want to discourage you, but quite a
bit of this book is in highly technical jargon. Often
measures of physiological activity are not described or
defined (it seems it was assumed you would be famil-
iar with them). Also, all scientific compendia, not just
this one, always seem kind of choppy, that is, not par-
ticularly well written. Combine that with the effect

that much of this was translated into English from a
wide range of other languages, which gives you sen-
tences like: “Feet are put about shoulder’s width apart
which enables archer to give body weight equally on
both legs.” and “As like in the bow arm scapula gets
closer to the spine in the draw arm.” Ever since we
have started publishing AFm in Italian, French, Ger-
man, and Spanish, my appreciation of how difficult
English is to master has only grown and, at certain
points in this book, the language was quite opaque, but
in most instances, it was not a barrier.

But the technical jargon was there for exactness
and, I think, a large part of the intended audience was
expected to be science and medical staff attached to
national sports programs.

The Contents
I am always puzzled when the first chapter in any
archery or archery-related book is a chapter on the his-
tory of the activity. Is this the most compelling aspect
of the sport to begin with? It is a great puzzlement as
it happens so often, even in a book devoted to medi-
cine and science! Immediately after the history seg-
ment, we get into some real content: the next three
segments cover the kinesiology (the study of the anato-
my, physiology, and mechanics of body movement),
muscles (specifically more on relaxation of muscles),
and shooting dynamics in archery.

Those of you who have read Ray Axford’s fine
book “Archery Anatomy,” have a good idea of what the
kinesiology section is like. The Muscles in Archery seg-
ment, though short, has quite a few gems in it. The
author (Leif Janson) introduces electromyography
(EMG, electro = electricity, myo = muscles, and graphy
= to write, as in graphs) which uses small electrical sig-
nals associated with muscles to determine the involve-
ment of those muscles in the shot. (Archery Focus has
published articles focused on what can he learned from
EMG in the past. Ed.) Here the focus is on the ability
to use EMG to give direct feedback to an archer. Since
archery is a “feel” sport, getting feedback on the correct
“feel” to go for should be very valuable to archers and
this seems a promising direction for studies. Dr. Janson
goes on to say “Archers who are tense and/or use more
muscles activity than needed can easily be injured.” and
“There are too many archers who activate extensor
muscles when releasing the string. That causes injuries
to the elbow.” The second statement I can personally
vouch for! Some excellent advice on avoiding injuries is
given along with the information.

Sports Medicine and
Science in Archery

A Book Review
by Steve Ruis

“This book is thereby a great find,
as it includes references, along
with a great deal of interesting
information.”

“ . . . injuries did not seem to be
related to training volume . . .”
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The chapter on shooting
dynamics, while technical, is
also quite down to earth in
places. After stating “Often
it is not an easy task to
define the determinants of
performance in archery,” the
authors go on to say “It is
very difficult to have a prior-
ity order for successful per-
formance, but the good
coach, talented archer, and
sound equipment may top
the list.”The authors then go
on to discuss some of the
research in shot dynamics
(with the obvious limitations
of many of the studies being
done in lab settings rather
than competitive settings,
etc.). They discuss reaction
to the fall of the clicker, reac-
tion time and movement
time (which together make
up the “speed of response” to
the clicker), muscle activa-
tion (EMG) studies, and
body postural swaying. The
last topic was quite fascinat-
ing in that for some archers
body sway really affects
scores but in others not so
much so. These studies typi-
cally use force platforms to
detect shifts in an archer’s
center of gravity.

The psychology chapter
focuses on “mental train-
ing and preparation for competition, the issues of
imaging skills, controlling psychic energy, attention,
and overcoming stress.” Techniques discussed were
mental training plans, visualization, and relaxation
techniques, among others.

Next came the injuries segments I was looking for,
the first of which was split into two parts, one for
senior archers and one for juniors. Both focused on
surveys taken of athletes at world-level competitions in
2002. Most of the statistics back up the claim that
archery is one of the safest athletic activities one can
participate in.The injuries that did occur to the seniors
were predictable: shoulder (49% of injuries), followed
by finger and then elbow injuries much less frequently.
Tendonitis was the most frequently mentioned diag-
nosis. The authors conclude “Finally, injuries do not

seem to be related to training volume. But technique
may contribute to injury.” The junior’s survey echoed
the senior’s except for them finger injuries were more
common than shoulder (37.5% to 26.8% of reported
injuries). Again, injuries did not seem to be related to
training volume, but “drawing force is negatively relat-
ed to injuries revealing a possible preventative factor.”

Even though elbow injuries are less common, an
entire segment was devoted to them, including how to
examine for them (which should be helpful for doctors
and trainers). The cause of injuries are described as:
overtraining (which contradicts the statements in the
previous segments about training volume being unre-
lated to injuries), lack of warm-up, having proper
equipment (not too much draw weight), and changes
in shooting technique.
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Then came a major part on shoulder injuries with
a focus on rehabilitating such injuries. This includes
much helpful information including an entire segment
on weight training procedures and stretching proce-
dures to strengthen the shoulder. This is all good stuff,
and what you need to know if you have had a shoulder
problem (impingement, rotator cuff, etc.) or want to
avoid one.

Of the remaining segments I found the nutrition
part somewhat disappointing. The recommendations
were quite generic and the use of the “food pyramid”
always sets me off. The “food pyramids” and similar
pieces of advice say more about the lobbying power of
giant food industries than they do about optimal
health. They are still recommending milk as a regular
diet item (and what mammal needs milk after being
weaned?), they recommend a low fat/high carbohy-
drate diet, which Americans have been following for
the last 25 years leading to an epidemic of obesity and
diabetes. (Sorry about the personal rant; it is a sore
subject with me.) They also don’t really have much to
say about diet supplements which was disappointing in
that a great many people seem to think they are impor-
tant.

There are smallish segments on alcohol and dop-
ing toward the end of the book, too.

Summary
So, do you need this book? I think if you are a serious
coach or an archer who has a background in science
and/or medicine, I think this book is a “must have.” For
most competing archers, though, this may be too much
to think about (possibly with the exception of the
injury prevention and rehabbing segments). In any
case, I want to applaud FITA for making this book
available. It would he nice if our archery organizations
would bring books like this to our attention, so finding
them would be easier.

Sports Medicine and Science
in Archery

by FITA Medical Committee
40.00 ¤

Available from FITA at
http://shop.archery.org/

Table of Contents
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“It is very difficult to have a
priority order for successful
performance, but the good
coach, talented archer, and
sound equipment may

top the list.”
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I am sure you love wood arrows, love the way
they feel, smell, and sound being launching from your
favorite bow. You may have even ordered a set of bare
shafts to feather and finish yourself. Some of you could
even be as frugal (cheap) as me to sort through dowel
rods at you local hardware store to find shafts, straight
and stiff enough for a set of arrows.

As satisfying as this experience may have been for
you there is just no comparison to selecting your own
board, sawing out 3/8-inch (1 cm) arrow blanks, and
rounding those blanks by hand to create the finest
wood arrows that can be obtained.

If this sounds like something that is out of your
realm, trust me, anyone can do this with the methods I
am about to describe. You do not have to be “Joe
Craftsman” and have the skill to control a hand plane.
Most of the work will be done with a wood rasp and a
simple sandpaper jig.

Making arrows the “man’s way” (with no offense to
the ladies intended) is just so much fun you will have
to stop from time to time to reassure yourself that this
activity in neither immoral or illegal. In fact, you will
discover making your own arrows from square stock, by
hand, is darned therapeutic.

If you have read my bow building series (see “From
Bough to Bow” in Vol. 7, No. 1 to Vol. 8 to No. 1, Ed.) you
must take on the same attitude while creating your
arrows. Do not set a time frame in which you expect to
be done. Enjoy every step of the way as you will soon
be caught up in the process and your focus will not be
on just getting it done. The finished arrows will come
soon enough and you will have a satisfaction you have
never experienced in archery up to then.

Before we get started I thought it would be helpful
to get the advice and opinions of one of the most
respected arrow makers during the time in archery when
the wood arrow was the only shaft available. The best

wood arrows were handmade by craftsmen and these
men were in high demand for their time and talents.

Yes, there were lathes and doweling machines used
to make arrows in the heyday of wooden archery, but
serious archers never used those “machine made”
shafts. Machine made shafts were much less expensive
and commonly used by beginning archers just getting
started in the sport, with full knowledge that the first
set of arrows would probably not last very long.

Serious arrow makers knew such machine made
shafts, no matter how fast the speed of the turning,
took away from the integrity of the shaft by loosening
the wood’s fibers in the process. Serious arrow makers
knew they must be kind to the shaft from start to fin-
ish, retaining all the strength and spring the wood had
to offer. This required the shaft to be entirely worked
by hand, with the grain of the wood (never against it as
it is in the turning process of machine made arrows).

A fine example of an expert arrow maker was a
man named James Duff. In 1892 he was a young boy
living in Scotland and employed by Mr. William Fer-
gie in Archery’s Hall in Edinburgh. James Duff was
serving his apprenticeship as a maker of bows and
arrows. Duff eventually moved to the United States (at
what age, I am uncertain) and became highly sought
after to supply archery equipment to the top American
archers in the N.A.A.

Duff wrote a book in 1932 entitled “Bows and
Arrows.” It is this book and books like Robert Elmer’s
“Archery” which give us a very clear picture of the sport of
archery in those days when the wood bow and arrow ruled.

I do not intend to simply repeat the works of these
great men. My intention in this writing is to share the
principles and practical advice of wood arrow building
from the masters and inject some real “how to” stuff
from my own experience that will enable an average
person of today to create arrows that would pass the
scrutiny of the masters of yesteryear.

Hopefully now your interest is spurred and you

by Brian J. Luke

The Real Way To Make Arrows

Part 1 of a Series
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would like to get started.The first thing we are to con-
sider is the choice of wood to use for these handmade
shafts.

Choosing Shaft Woods
To my surprise, Port Orford Cedar was not the first
arrow wood choice of the masters. In Duff ’s 1932 book
he exclaims the mythical old makers “who knew their
business” relied entirely upon old Deal for the best
arrows.

James Duff clearly explains that if you were to
search the lumberyards for “Deal” wood, you will soon
learn “Their ain’t no such animal.” The name Deal
does not refer to a species of tree but is a word used to
designate the size of timbers used in building. For
example, a baton is a timber of 2 inches by 7 inches and
under, and a deal is a timber of 3 inches by 11 inches
and over. “Old deal” is heavy timbers obtained from old
buildings being wrecked and is sure to be thoroughly
seasoned. The old buildings in England were mostly, if
not always, made from the finest genuine Norway pine
grown in Norway, Sweden, or eastward along the
Baltic coast.

Spruce of the “right kind” (which he did not
explain) was Duff ’s second choice. The spruce he
spoke of was commonly used by the ladder makers of
that day.

Duff claimed he occasionally got good results from
Douglas fir. Cedar from Oregon (Port Orford Cedar, I
am guessing) and sugar pine would also make suitable

arrow shafts. But, clearly, he stated that original Nor-
way pine or Norway pine grown along the Baltic coast
was his first choice; and the “old deal” of Norway pine
to be the most prized of all.

I am here to tell you that you do not have to be dis-
couraged if you are not able to obtain the top choices
of the arrow makers of old. You must consider the
demand of the archers of that era as well. For the most
part, target archers of that time were striving to obtain
arrows that would give them the best trajectory for the
72 arrows shot at the 100 yard distance of the York
round.

In 1925 Duff made orders for 168 dozen arrows.
The vast majority were men’s 28-inch arrows (the stan-

dard length for all men’s arrows) and were considered
4/9’s (four shilling and 9 pence) or 414 grains in weight
for the completed arrow. (I also found it interesting
that in Elmer’s 1926 book “Archery” he claimed the
best all-around weight for a target arrow to be 4-9, or
about 414 grains.)

For the draw weights of bows used with these
arrow weight recommendations, Elmer was the most
help. The 414-grain arrows were about right for the
most manageable of men’s bow at around 42 pounds.
He also claimed you should not use arrows weighing
less than 370 grains for bows from 36 to 40 pounds,
and arrows of 435 grains could be used in bows near-
ing 50 pounds.

So there you have it, the acceptable target arrow of
that day was considered to weigh anywhere between
8.7 to 10 grains per pound of bow weight for a stan-
dard men’s 28-inch arrow. The Women’s standard 25-
inch arrow would have been somewhat less.

What we need to consider is the fact that most tra-
ditional archers today are not shooting the 100-yard
distances required of the York Round. Our arrows do
not need to be as light as the standard target arrow of
yesteryear. In fact I prefer a heavier shaft for all dis-
tances 60 yards and less. This opens up a much larger
variety of wood we can choose from.

One of my favorite arrow-woods is Hickory. It is
extremely durable and can be easily obtained from
most dealers of hardwood products. On the average,
my hickory shafts turn out just slightly over 10 grains

“There is just no comparison to
selecting your own board, sawing
out arrow blanks, and rounding
those blanks by hand to create
the finest wood arrows that can
be obtained.”
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per pound of draw weight. This is a bit heavier than
the recommended target arrow of yesteryear, but not
that far off. When you consider how much more
durable hardwoods, such as hickory, are compared to
the lighter woods of coniferous trees, the advantages
far out shine the disadvantages.

Russ Hoogerhyde, the top name in U.S. target
archery from 1930 to 1940, preferred birch arrows even
for the long distance of the York Round. Russ realized
the heavier shaft was more forgiving than, and not as
finicky as, the lighter soft woods. He was a champion
of extraordinary strength and skill and could manage a
heavier bow than most for the 100-yard distance of the
York Round, so the heavier shaft was an advantage for
him, not a detriment.

I am not trying to turn you away from cedar; I love
the smell too! Cedar shafts are very straight-grained
and can usually be kept straight with proper care and
some hand straightening from time to time.The unde-
niable fact still remains that cedar shafts are not very
durable. Most traditional archers today are not shoot-
ing 100 yards, so why shoot arrows that are so light and
finicky when you do not have to?

As with bow making, there is no guarantee in your
wood choice for arrow making. Yew is amongst the
most respected of bow woods and I have built some of
my best and worst performing bows out of Yew wood.
Osage orange is much more predictable for a good bow,
but it varies a great deal from stave to stave. Arrow
making is no exception. Some boards give you just the
results you were looking for, and then another board of

the same kind of wood gives you arrows which are
either heavier or larger diameter than you hoped for.

The only surefire way to test the merit of any wood
for arrow building is to make some arrows from the
selected material. You then can judge the finished
arrows against a variety of criteria. How straight the
arrow stays after making it straight will largely depend
on how straight the grain in the particular board or
arrow stave was to begin with. The diameter of the
shaft for a given spine weight is another consideration.
A smaller diameter shaft will be easier to tune from
your bow, penetrate better for hunting purposes, and
have improved long-range trajectory over a larger
diameter shaft of the same weight. As previously men-
tioned, arrows that are very light are also harder to
control; but you can go too heavy as well. Arrows above
14 grains per pound are great for hunting shots of 20
yards/meters or less but will probably be discouraging
to shoot beyond 40 yards/meters.

A number is assigned to an arrow to represent its
strength or spine weight. There is a table I will include
in this writing with all the recommendations of spine
weights for different weight bows and different lengths
of wood arrows. This number is a better representation
of strength. (When we talk spine we must also consid-
er the arrow’s ability to act as a spring and quickly
recover from the initial jolt of the released string (its
resilience).) Making an arrow as perfect as possible and
then shooting if from its intended bow is the only
absolute test. If the arrow clears the bow without slap-
ping and appears to fly straight without wobble, then
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you have a good arrow for that bow.

Practical Matters
To summarize, select the straightest grain board you
are able to find. Do not be discouraged if the arrows
you make are heavier than the cedar arrows you may be
familiar with. We are actually hoping to end up with a
moderately heavy shaft of around 10 grains per pound
(with point and feathers installed) and a front-of-cen-
ter balance point of at least 10 percent. It would be nice
to have a rather small diameter shaft of around 5⁄16 inch
(0.8 cm). Durability will become even more important,
after you have hand made your first set of shafts (hav-
ing invested so much in making them). Hardwoods are
really a logical first choice of arrow wood for the tradi-
tional archer of today.

The nice thing about making arrows all from the
same board is that you can fairly accurately make a
judgment of the entire board by just cutting off enough
wood to create one or two shafts. There is no need to
spoil the entire board by tuning it into multiple 3⁄8-inch
(1 cm) square stock.

If you look at the hickory board I chose for this
writing you may notice the color difference between
the white sapwood and the brownish heartwood. This
white sapwood runs in a fairly straight line along my
36-inch long 3⁄4 inch thick (90 cm by 2 cm) hickory
board. This is just one indication the board was cut
from a fairly straight tree. You must also look along the
3⁄4 inch side of the board and view the run of the grain
from that angle.

Nature is not perfect, but if you have a supply of

wood to look over, pick the board that has the straight-
est grain. Boards that are cleanly planed are the easiest
to read.The old timers prefer air-dried lumber, but it is
almost impossible to find today. Even Duff confessed
to using kiln-dried lumber at times when air-dried was
not available. The concerns in Duff ’s time were that
the heat was not too great in the kiln to damage the
wood. I would have to assume the kiln-dried lumber
today is regulated in such a way as not to damage the
integrity of the wood.

Duff did have two strong convictions about his
arrow wood: he would not use wood that had been
floated down a river to transport out of the forest to the
saw mill and he would not use the sapwood from
coniferous woods, such as Norway pine. (One interest-
ing thing that I have found in hickory is the white sap-
wood usually produces a stronger arrow for its given
weight than the heartwood from the same board.)

Duff explains the wood that has been floated down a
river has the resin washed out of it. The resin is an
essential bonding agent of the wood and attributes to
much of its strength once properly seasoned. I cannot
answer for your area, by in my neck of the woods trees
are transported by truck to the saw mill, so this is of lit-
tle concern to me.

If you are not sure and want to be 100 percent cer-
tain, I guess you will have to cut the wood yourself.

Let me side track you just one more time then I
promise we will get to some arrow building. Again, I
have no choice but to accept the opinions of those who
earned a living making wood bows and arrows. For
bows, Duff recommend staves to be taken from trees of
6 to 8 inches in diameter. Arrows, on the other hand,
made from the “old deal” were obviously taken from
much larger timber.

The most valued section was from the butt log
nearest the base of the tree. This wood he claimed to
be somewhat heavier, but stronger than the higher sec-
tion of the tree. The butt log was also very clear with
no knots and usually free from wind twist.

To season his wood, Duff would hand split the log
into manageable sections, paint or seal the ends and
store them on end in an unheated building with plen-
ty of draft for at least one year. After this time he
would saw these arrow staves into fully 3/8-inch
squares and stand them on end for further seasoning
(near the ceiling of a room that is heated in the cold
months). From time to time he would turn the 3/8-
inch arrow blanks and continue this treatment for at
least another three years.

So there you have it; if you have enough time,
patience, and storage room, you can have your own air-
dried arrow stock. In the meantime make a trip to a
hardwood lumber supplier in your area and spend a lot
of time going over their stock to find the straightest
board in the whole lot.

Next time, we start building arrows!

“To my surprise, Port Orford Cedar
was not the first arrow wood

choice of the masters.”

“The nice thing about making
arrows all from the same board
is that you can fairly accurately
make a judgment of the entire
board by just cutting off enough
wood to create one or two
shafts.”






